
Business embraces the social Web with steely focus on 
thwarting the enterprise-size risks that come with it

Social networking and Web 2.0 are all the rage. With Facebook, Twitter, Bebo, YouTube, Google, Yahoo, 
Flickr, LinkedIn, WordPress, and more, there are over a billion socially active people today — a number that 
continues to grow at an astounding rate. And it’s not just a teen or consumer fad anymore. The social Web 
has emerged as a valuable business tool for the modern enterprise touting rich applications with real-time 
interaction and user-generated content.

There is no denying that the social Web is the new Web. Nearly every enterprise is using it in one way or 
another. But along with its enormous popularity come enterprise-size risks. So in the race to maximize its 
potential, enterprises must take due care to protect the business.  The following are three "must-have’s" to 
securing the social Web:

 

          Acceptable Use Policy Control

The URL is no longer su�cient for acceptable use policy controls.  What matters in the social Web is the 

content the employee sees on the page.  Facebook, for example, is a social networking site, but the content 

on any given page within it could be entertainment, gambling, pornographic, or a security risk.  So to provide 

acceptable use policy controls in today’s social Web, you need technology that scans the content on the page 

(not just the URL) in real time, as the user accesses it, and can control access to discrete portions of content 

(not just the entire page) as well as applications (e.g., Farmville, MafiaWars) used within it.  This is called 

real-time content classification and must be done at the Internet gateway for both HTTP and HTTPS protocols 

(since Facebook and many other sites support SSL).  Only with real-time content classification can you get 

visibility and control to enforce acceptable use policy in the social Web.
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          Malware Protection

Attackers are now social too, which is why we’re seeing an increase in security threats on social networking 

sites, both old-style attacks being reborn in the social Web medium as well as new and sophisticated threats 

that target vulnerabilities in the browser and gaps in antivirus solutions.  The social Web is built on a platform 

that is dynamic and script-based, and so too is the modern malware that lives within it.  Like real-time content 

classification used for acceptable use policy control, enterprises must be able to perform real-time security 

scanning for malware on the social Web.  This includes scanning all code on the page in real time, at the 

Internet gateway for both HTTP and HTTPS protocols, going beyond signature and reputation-based scanning 

(since sites like Facebook, for example, are reputable) to decompile Flash, JavaScript, and the rest of the code 

on the page on the fly to inspect for both legacy and modern attacks.  Only with real-time security scanning 

can you get protection from modern malware in the social Web.

          Data Loss Prevention

39 percent of malicious Web attacks include data-stealing code. And one of the prime benefits of social 

networking is that users can share content.  Of course, with all the malware out there and user’s ability to 

share content comes big risk – risk from data theft and loss. While your first instinct may be to block all posts 

to Facebook, this can erode the utility of the application.  What’s more, how you identify data loss is critical to 

stopping it.  Using basic keywords and regular expression-based detection, for example, may sound simple 

but can often lead to false positives and negatives, and may lack the necessary workflow and reporting to 

e�ectively manage incidents. Instead, a more e�ective approach is to incorporate accurate data detection and 

contextually aware controls for DLP (either as part of a secure Web gateway or full data loss prevention 

solution) that safely enable good business processes.  This approach allows you to, for example, prevent 

sensitive and regulated customer information from being uploaded to any social networking, personal email, 

or personal storage site, but lets that same data be posted to SalesForce.com, your CRM solution.  With 

accurate data identification and contextually aware controls (i.e., controls that tie user, data, and destination 

policy objects) you can safely enable use of social networking and cloud-based applications simultaneously.

Bottom Line
When it comes to the social Web, enterprises really have no choice in the matter. It represents opportunity 
and innovation and, frankly, that’s a must in today’s competitive economy. This three-pronged approach is 
the key to providing safe and productive use of this great resource.
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Data loss via the Web is 4 times more likely than over email.
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